More Stitches for Effect

Modello: LIBRAI-MORESTITCHES

More Stitches for Effect by Suzanne Howren and Beth Robertson expands on the first book. In addition to descriptions of many of the currently available threads, it has charts which suggest thread weights on various canvas meshes and fabrics. Then a number of stitches are given that augment those in Stitches for Effect. Like the first book, there are multiple indexes.
79 pages, wirebound paperback

Price: € 37.99 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Cross Stitch & Needlework Keepsake Calendar for 2019

da: CasaCenina

Modello: LIBWIC-BH2019

3 designs for as many months, including instruction booklet and lovely pocket calendar!

Price: € 31.25 (incl. VAT)